
The science of

What drives us to do – or not do – certain things?  
Jo Usmar, co-author of This Book Will Make You Fearless, 

investigates how we can make healthier decisions
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decision
making

 ‘Damn, I shouldn’t eat it,’ you 
think, eyeing the Victoria 
sponge, ‘I’ve already had  
a slice.’ You turn away, 
resolute that you can  

stay strong in the face of that buttery 
sponge and cream filling. But soon a 
familiar little voice in the back of your 
head pipes up: ‘But you’ve had a really 
stressful day; you deserve it. Besides, 
you’ve already blown your SmartPoints® 
today, so what does it matter?’ Decision 
made! You wolf the slice down and then 
feel guilty for the rest of the evening, 
calling yourself unkind names and 
cursing your lack of willpower. 

Our lives are shaped by both the big 
choices we make, like quitting a job  
or ending a relationship, and the small, 
everyday ones, such as which Netflix 
series to start or what time to meet a 
friend for coffee. In a study, researchers 
at Cornell University estimated that  
the average adult will make 227 
decisions about food alone in a single 
day. That’s a lot of choices to be assessed, 
analysed and made. 

So, what influences whether we say yes 
or no, I will or I won’t, this one or that? 
Here we take a look at the science behind 
decision-making to help you make the 
healthiest choices possible.  
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DECISION 
MAKING 

TOOLS 

LISTEN
The Changing Minds 

podcast

Social psychologist Owen 
Fitzpatrick reveals insights 

and the science behind  
why we do what we do,  

say what we say and think 
what we think. 

READ
Smart Choices: 

A Practical Guide 
to Making Better 

Decisions 

Billed as a step-by-step,  
divide-and-conquer 

approach to decision-
making, this book teaches 

practical strategies  
to work through choices  
and better define goals.  

DO
Ask for help 

You don’t have to make 
decisions alone. Ask friends, 

families, colleagues or 
counsellors for advice. Tune 
into what you hope they’ll 

say. Often we know what we 
want to do, but don’t trust 

ourselves enough to decide.  
Investigate your pre-hunch! 

LISTEN.
READ.
DO.

TO DO OR NOT TO DO
The decisions you make are 
influenced by uniquely personal 
factors, such as your childhood 
beliefs, how and where you were 
raised, any religious convictions you 
might have, pop culture, fictional 
heroes, your mental and physical 
health, how much money you have, 
your self-esteem, and your nature  
– whether you’re an introvert  
or extrovert, a risk-taker or a 
risk-avoider, for example. 

All of these bubble away in the 
background as you navigate the 
context of choice. When do you have 
to decide? How many options have 
you been given? Is your safety at 
stake? Have you been in a similar 
situation before? Will your decision 
affect other people? Are you under 
external or internal pressure,  
or both? And, perhaps most 
importantly, how are you feeling 
when you’re making your choice?

If you’re wondering how your 
mind can possibly process all this 
day in, day out, the truth is that  
it can’t. It looks for shortcuts to 
simplify the process – and that’s 
where things can go awry. 

THE BIOLOGY BIT 
There’s no clear answer to the 
question of which part of the brain is 
responsible for decision-making. 
The frontal lobe, for example, is 
believed to be in charge of planning 
and weighing risk and reward.  
Studies show that the ventromedial 
frontal lobe is important when  
it comes to how we make daily 
decisions, especially how we organise 
all the information needed to make 
them in our minds. 

Decisions made on the basis of 
anticipated rewards or punishments, 

meanwhile, are often a product of 
learned behaviour. So, if you weren’t 
allowed to leave the table until  
your plate was empty as a child,  
that experience will affect how you 
view leaving unwanted food as an 
adult. Or if you used to be given  
food as a treat for good behaviour, 
you’re now more likely to associate 
eating with reward.

Emotion and memory play a big 
role in all this – and sometimes not 
even consciously. Neuroscientist 
Antonio Damasio formulated the 
‘somatic marker hypothesis’, which 
is that our emotions also come into 
play when there’s uncertainty about 
the benefit of making different 
choices. He also studied people  
with damage to the emotional 
centres of their brains, and found 
them paralysed by indecision,  
unable to make even basic choices. 
He theorises this is because our 
brains store emotional memories of 
past choices and use them to inform 
new decisions – it’s what we refer to 
as a hunch or gut instinct (what 
Damasio calls a ‘pre-hunch’). In 
short, how we decide things is 
complicated, and by no means solely 
a matter of ‘common sense’. 

‘Two things that cap common 
sense [when faced with a choice]  
are emotion and logical errors,’ says  
social psychologist Owen Fitzpatrick. 
‘The way our brains work, we look 
for shortcuts. There’s a thing called 
reference dependence, which is 
where we make a decision in 
reference to other things.’ He notes 
an experiment by National 
Geographic in which cinemagoers 
were offered two buckets of popcorn: 
one small for $3 and one large for $7. 
Most bought the smaller, cheaper 
bucket. However, when researchers 
then added a medium bucket for 

The decisions you make are 
influenced by many factors. 

Acknowledging this means you 
can cut yourself some slack
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$6.50, the majority of customers  
went for the large, swayed by the 
thought that getting a large for only 
50¢ more was too good a deal to  
pass up. Many later admitted they 
made this choice even though they 
weren’t hungry for popcorn at all.  
The medium bucket acted as a decision 
decoy, directing people to make  
a choice irrespective of need or desire. 
To save time and energy, the brain  
took a ‘logical’ decision, without  
taking in the full picture. 

Your brain is also influenced by 
decision fatigue. ‘The more decisions 
you make on an everyday basis, the less 
willpower you have,’ Fitzpatrick 
explains. ‘For example, if you go out 
shopping and make a lot of decisions 
and then go home and someone tempts 
you with ice cream or a piece of 
chocolate, you’re much more likely to 
give in. You use a part of the brain that 
requires you to think logically, and the 
brain is designed to save energy, so that 
part of your brain then says, “I’ve had 
enough, so yes, give me the thing.”’ 

On top of all this, we try to predict 
the future – something we’re terrible 
at, routinely overestimating the  
impact of our decisions. This might  
be believing that a new job will solve  
all our problems, or thinking that 
leaving a relationship will ruin our 
lives. We also underestimate our 
ability to cope with disappointment – 
‘loss aversion’ is the belief that a loss 
will hurt more than a corresponding 
gain will please. All this leads to 
recurring patterns of behaviour. 

HOLDING PATTERNS
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy  
(CBT) holds that your thoughts, 
behaviour, mood and body are all 
connected and influence each other. 
Pioneered by Dr Aaron T Beck in the 
1960s, CBT is a problem-focused 
treatment that helps you to recognise, 
and ultimately change, unhelpful 
patterns of behaviour.   

Take the Victoria sponge scenario. 
The thought, ‘I shouldn’t eat it’, 
triggered a feeling of strength and 
determination (mood), which made 
you turn away (behaviour). But then 
the thought ‘But I deserve it’ jumped in 
and woke up the brain’s reward centre, 

DECISION TIME
Check out these three simple ways to make easier choices

1
What would you 
advise a friend? 

We’re always fairer and 
more compassionate to 
others than we are to 

ourselves. Asking what 
you’d advise a friend to 
do in your situation is a 

good way of getting some 
distance from the choice. 

2
Just try to make a  

decision rather than  
the right decision

Afraid you’ll get it wrong? 
Making any decision is a 

million times more useful 
than making no decision 

at all. Don’t get paralysed 
by loss aversion – you will 
cope if things go wrong.

3
Delete unnecessary  

daily decisions 
Overloaded with choices? 
Eliminate simple everyday 
decisions such as what to 
wear. Many CEOs have a 

daily ‘uniform’ (eg a black 
T-shirt, skinny jeans and 
blazer), which saves time 
otherwise spent choosing. 

making your mouth salivate (body)  
and your mood lift, before pushing you 
to eat the cake (behaviour). 

If you then go on to feel bad for  
that moment of ‘weakness’, you’re 
more likely to head further down a 
negative path, maybe by giving up on 
your WW plan for the week because, 
‘What’s the point?’ Recognising these 
patterns is the first step in learning  
to interrupt them and establish new, 
healthier ones. If, instead of berating 
yourself for eating the cake, you’d 
thought, ‘Well, that was tasty, I can get 
back on track tomorrow,’ your mood 
would be more upbeat, and you’d be 
less likely to engage in negative 
behaviours going forward.

NO ‘BAD’ DECISIONS 
The decisions you make are influenced  
by many factors, none of which are 
simple to unpick. Acknowledging this 
means you can cut yourself some slack 
when it comes to making so-called 
‘bad’ decisions. You’re not alone. We all 
make choices that send us down 
well-worn paths or that trip us up. It’s 
just your brain trying to negotiate 
emotions and memory, interpret 
decoys and also look for shortcuts.

Knowing the internal processes 
behind the choices you make means 
you can recognise where your mind is 
taking you, interrupt negative 
behaviours – or reassess whether 
they’re actually negative at all – and 
start choosing different, more positive 
paths to venture down.     

We all make 
choices that  

send us down  
well-worn paths 

or trip us up
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